VILLAPARK
One Strip Plank for Discerning Homeowners

VILLAPARK

Natural and sensuous enjoyment. Popular types of wood and beautiful
colours with structured surfaces in generous dimensions – this is the recipe
for this gorgeous product line.
Villapark, one strip plank for your sense of well being.

Ash thermo Acqua 14, deep brushed, natural oiled

Oak Avorio 14, deep brushed, natural oiled

PRODUCT INFORMATION

Villapark one strip plank stands out for its generous format of 2100 x 190 mm and a top layer
of 2.5 mm. Fully bonded, it guarantees silent footsteps. Furthermore, this product line stands
out for its optimum energy conservation through ideal heat transmission when combined with
radiant floor heating. Its low installation height ensures optimum conditions for renovations
and makes it easy to combine Villapark with other flooring materials, such as floor tiles.

2-layer

2-LAYER-QualitY
High-quality, full area bonded, 2-layer Bauwerk parquet
fulfills the highest standards and offers decisive advantages
for living quality.
Ash thermo Terra 14, relief groove, natural oiled

Top Layer
2.5 mm

HDF
underlay

100% SWISS

Villapark one strip plank is completely manufactured in the Bauwerk factory at St. Margrethen,
Switzerland. For this reason, we guarantee high-quality workmanship, precision, the careful
utilisation of resources and quality controls among the strictest in the industry. It is nice that
perfect Swiss quality goes hand-in-hand with sensuous and authentic surfaces.

SWISS TRADITION
For more than 70 years, the tradition-rich Swiss company
Bauwerk has manufactured parquet to the highest standards
with a typical Swiss awareness for quality.
Oak Avena 35, deep brushed, natural oiled

“Wood is changeable and flexible – the perfect material for
those, who want to consciously design their living space.”
Walnut american 14, brushed, matt lacquered

SUSTAINABILITY

Real wood lends warmth to spaces in a way that no other material can. Every board in the
Villapark collection has its own character, which mirrors the original beauty and structure of
the raw material. Because at Bauwerk, the well being of both people and nature is important
to us. We guarantee that only wood from sustainable sources is used in the manufacture of our
healthy living parquet.

HEALTHY LIVING
Clean air means quality of life. Breathing easy is good and important for
our sense of well being. With parquet from Bauwerk, you have the assurance
of our guarantee that no toxic materials were used in your flooring.
Ash thermo Onda 14, relief groove, natural oiled

WOOD TYPES AND COLOURS

STRUCTURES AND SURFACES

Various types of wood in beautiful colour nuances and different grading offer the right parquet
for every taste. Whether your personal preference is natural and rustic for oak 35, bright and
more regular for oak Farina 14, exquisite and dark-brown for walnut American, or some what
off-beat for ash thermo Terra: you are certain to find fitting one strip plank at Bauwerk.

Characteristic structures provide a sensuous feeling when walking barefoot and play
intensively with light and shadow. The natural oiled or matt lacquered surface protects the
floor and ensures a pleasant, healthy living climate.
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You will find pictures of all of the structures in this brochure. However, to really experience Villapark with all
its structured surfaces and also in order to gain a sense of the real feeling, we recommend that you visit one of
our Parquet Worlds or one of our installation partners. Visit our website at www.bauwerk-parkett.com and look
for showrooms oder partners near you under Showroom & Partner.

A LOVE FOR DETAIL

A love for detail sometimes also means realising a special need. Bauwerk is happy to help you
in individually designing your living space – no matter if the stairs or the ventilation grid
should look the same as your parquet floor. Countless, individual interior decoration details
are possible within the Bauwerk product range.

A LOVE FOR DETAIL

Everything from one source
Bauwerk Parkett offers a wide range of possibilities for
the individual design of your living space – from stairs to
ventilation grid and creative furnishings.

Oak Farina 14, saw groove, natural oiled

Our brochure “A Love for Detail” contains
more comprehensive information for you.
Printet documents available at all our Parquet Worlds or simply by asking for it by
e-mail: info@bauwerk-parkett.com. A digital version is available at
www.bauwerk-parkett.com under Consulting > Downloads > Brochures.

Oak 35, structured groove, natural oiled

For over 70 years, Bauwerk, a long-established Swiss company, has been
combining passion, precision and high quality awareness. Using healthy
living materials, we manufacture environmentally sound wooden
flooring of outstanding workmanship and perfect aesthetics. Our parquet
meets the highest requirements. www.bauwerk-parkett.com

